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The Young Ones and The Vets 

1st Period 

1-0 TYO&TV: It only took TYO&TV' captain, Alex, 8 seconds to score off the opening face off. 

He blocked a shot and left on his own breakaway to score top cheese on Andrew R.  

 

2nd Period 

2-0 TYO&TV: Beauty passing play!!! Alex sends it to Karine from the Blue line who finds Mike 

open in the slot for a one-timer goal!  

 

3-0 TYO&TV: J-F feeds the ball to Alex who enters the zone throught Ian A. and Jason. M and 

snipes it left-side!  

 

4-0 TYO&TV: IF YOU ARE A GOALTENDER TEND THE GOAL! Jacob gets hit by the pass of 

the opponent's goalie and gives it to Ben who misses the open net. Ben then shoots if off the 

boards for Jacob to put it in!  

 

3rd Period 

5-0 TYO&TV: Alex opens the third period with another breakaway goal deeking Andrew. Nice 

pass from Mike to get him going!  

 

6-0 TYO&TV: Jacob buries Ben's original shot in the net, by shooting it five hole!  

 

7-0 TYO&TV: With 3 minutes, André feeds it to Alex across the ice who goes and scores his 

fourth of the game on the powerplay. He shoots it leftside on the breakaway. 

 

8-0 TYO&TV: Shannyn, scores the last goal of the game on her own breakaway shooting 

leftside on a tired goalie. Jacob was credited with a pass! 

 

The other goalie didn't quit - Luc called the game over cause the goalie was too  and there 

was only minutes left. 

JF has been a great addition.  

Karine was a kick-ass last-minute replacement. Claudine spared and had to play throught many 

chirps from her boyfriend on the bench! 

 

Good Job Steven!!! Your first SO of the year! 

 

Mike 1 G 1 A 
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Alex 4 G 1A 

Karine Spare* 1 A 

Shannyn 1 G 

André 1 A 

Jacob 2G 1 A 

Ben 2A 

J-F 1 A 

 

Steven 0 GA, 7/7 Saves, SO 

 

 

️ Alex (Im so humble)  

️ ️ Karine (Spare) 

️ ️ ️ Jacob S 


